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 Figure 8.1 
  Mammalian rod and fly photoreceptor amplify the energy of a single photon us-
ing different protein circuits . In both transduction schemes a photon isomerizes an 
opsin to activate a G protein. Thereafter the schemes diverge: the rod closes cation 
channels to hyperpolarize sharply (~3 mV, peaking ~125 ms); the fly photorecep-
tor opens cation channels to depolarize sharply (~ 1 mV, peaking ~ 20 ms). Both 
responses can be resolved against background noise, but the fly response is faster. N, 
nucleus; G t *, activated G protein transducin; G q *, activated G q  protein; PDE*, acti-
vated enzyme phosphodiesterase; PLC*, activated enzyme, phospholipase C; [cGMP], 
concentration of the messenger molecule cyclic guanosine monophosphate; [IP 3 ], 
concentration of the messenger molecule inositol triphosphate; [H + ], concentration 
of protons. Rod recording is from mouse, reprinted from Cangiano et al. (2012); fly 
recording is from  Drosophila , adapted from Niven et al. (2007). 



Rhodopsin molecule





Activation of rhodopsin leads to decrease
in cGMP concentration

occurs via four intermediate steps



Step 1:  activated rhodopsin activates 
G-protein molecules



A single activated rhodopsin molecule activates
700 G-protein molecules within 100 ms 



Step 2:  activated G-protein molecules bind to 
phosphodiesterase (PDE), exposing catalytic site



Step 3:  activated PDE breaks bonds in cGMP, 
thus converting cGMP to GMP and lowering 

overall cGMP concentration



Step 4: decrease in cGMP concentration 
closes channels









Inward current in outer segment decreases 
by 0.7 pA in response to one photon of light

Photocurrent



Photovoltage
Charge imbalance created by photocurrent from one 

photon of light leads to 1 mV hyperpolarization



Synaptic terminal contains ‘ribbons’ that
facilitate migration of vesicles to membrane



Neurotransmitter release
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Photoreceptors generate spontaneous photonlike event 

In complete darkness, rods occasionally generate electrical events that c 

not be distinguished from the effect of a photoisomcrization produced 

an absorbed photon: 

dark 

light 
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from Baylor et aI., 

These dark events were first demonstrated in the rods of toads, where tl 

have a mean rate of about one event every 50 s. This rate increases w 

temperature in a manner that suggests that they are due to photoisomeri 

tion of the chromophore of a rhodopsin molecule as a result of thermal < 

tation. So fortuitously well placed and vigorous molecular collisi( 

apparently can occasionally flip the ll-cis isomer to the all-trans forn 

which brings home the notion that high-energy photons, thrown off by 

Sun, supply Earth not only with energy that can be used to fuel this WOI 

but with information (rare energy values) that can be used to see it. 

In primate rods, these dark events have not been directly observec 

recorded because of experimental limitations. By indirect means, they h 

been estimated to occur at an average rate of 1 event per rod every 16 

This value is close to the psychophysically determined limit of visual I 

formance, which, as discussed in N1U-rJ AND DAY, is termed the eigengral 

4 pA

Spontaneous isomerizations determine lower limit of light 
detection, or visual threshold

time (sec)
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chromophore and binding a fresh  cis . The trans diffuses to a nearby cell in 
the pigment epithelium where it is reset metabolically to  cis  and then 
returned to the photoreceptor layer to bind an empty opsin. A rod fails in 
very bright light because its opsin binds the chromophore so tightly to 
resist thermal bumps that it cannot release fast enough to keep pace with 
high rates  5   of R*. 

 Cone opsin supports the high release rates in bright light by binding its 
chromophore weakly. This makes cone opsin more vulnerable to thermal 
bumps, which is why a cone ’ s rate of thermal events exceeds the rod ’ s by 
1,000-fold (Fu et al., 2008). Moreover, the cone ’ s faster transduction circuit 
gives more noise from spontaneous hydrolysis of cGMP. Also, the faster 
cGMP channel gives more noise due to state transitions in gating (Angueyra 
 &  Rieke, 2013). All sources together give the cone a dark noise equivalent to 

 Figure 8.6 
  Baboon in daylight . Photons arriving at far higher rates than starlight (  figure 8.2 ) 
allow far better S/N with finer localization in space and time. For example, 10,000 
photons/100 ms set an upper bound S/N ~100 by integrating over 1  ! m 2  for 100 ms. 
Because each cone in a dense array sends a private output, the brain can resolve spa-
tial images up to 60 cycles per degree and temporal differences up to 100 Hz (chapter 
11). These opportunities for high performance (S/N, acuity, and speed) are boosted 
by rods but best exploited by a different photoreceptor design: the cone. Reprinted 
with permission from Sterling (2004a). Original image from Botswana; see Tkacik 
et al. (2011). 

daylightstarlight
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 Figure 8.8 
  Chemical amplification in a mouse rod uses far less energy than electrical signaling. 
Upper : Outer segment chemical processes (activation, deactivation, and recovery) are 
cheap and increase with light level whereas restoring ions that pass through outer 
segment channels is expensive and decreases with light level, given as R* rod  – 1  s  – 1 . 
 Lower : The contribution of inner segment ion channels to total energy consump-
tion. The cost of presynaptic calcium current declines with increasing light level, 
but the cost of I h  current rises. Thus, the inner segment ’ s electrical circuits consume 
a significant proportion of the total rod ’ s total energy, particularly at higher light 
levels. Reprinted with permission from Okawa et al. (2008). 

Energy expenditure as a function of light level


